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CHAPTER-I
INTRODUCTION

The probleas of dielectric coated linear antennas have be-
en investigated by many authors. In this respect numerous wor-
ks have~been performed. Some of these works are given in the
referrences in bibliography. With the basis of these referren-
ces the present work has been performed by the author. The
specialized thing for the author is to study some of these
articles. So without enterning into the vast field of works
the author only reflects some portion of these works. The aut-
hor has studied certain articles as dielectric loading of dip-
ole antennas in s~~ical and cylindrical aedium. He has also
studied the behaviouu of electromagnetic waves in dissipative
or lossy media. He has diverted his speci.a interest in these
works because the recent scientific activities in space expl-
oration and guided missiles have presented many new and radic-
ally different communication and instrumentation proble~ Also
the work on this subject has become necessary to communicate
between underground or underwater terminals. Propagation betw-
een burried transmitting and receiving antannas is usually via
a path which can be described as "up, and down". The flow of
energy is essentially from the source towards the surface, and
then down to the receiver. The direct path through the medium
1s no~ usually considered as the attenuation would be prohibi-
\l~e,particularly in the case of sea water. However, the



situaillon".,maybe changed when the antennas are placed with-
in or near a poorly conducting stratum. Therefore, it beco-
Illesessential to have an accurate knowledge about the beha-
vi01W of aD. antenna in the medium so as to be abill.J~interprete
logically the results of the antenna measurements.

In the study of linear antenna, a convenient starting
point is to study the effect of an incident electromagnetic
field on an antenna structure. For this purpose it will be
assumed that the antenna structure is a circular-cylinder
of some essentially non-lossy material, covered by a coaxial
cylinder or by a sphere of some lossy material. The medium
affects the antenna perforaance severely and causes commun-
ication "blackout" by attenuating the signal appreciably.
Therefore, it is important to understand the effect of this
dielectric loading in order to spedify the system requirements.
It is also important to know some of the result~from the
dielectric loading of the antennas. Under certain conditions
a wave may be guided without less of energy by a slab of
perfect dielectric haTing no aetal boundaries. The conducti-
vity of sea water is relabively high than that of fresh water.

e:Jhis explains good reception at sea. There is another factOlt'r
..•...

which may be considered in this analysis that the atte):mation
factor becomes high at millimeter or submillimeter wavelengths.
The dielectric coated wire or dielectric »od may be used for
low loss guiding device. But one of the most useful thingL$-fW
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if we want to increase the radiation resistance it is more
helpful to increase the dielectric constant and premeabil-
ily of the medium than to increase the physical size of the
structure. Because by increasing the physical structure
there is a certain range beyond which there will be no
extra benefit. For (.•./ J t the radiation power factor is
also decreased. Yet it is seen in the Chapter-I that moder-
ate relative dielectric constants of the sphere (I (EY' < '-f )

provide a slight improvement of the power factor if the
boundary of the dielectric sphere is within the near lOne
CDfthe dipole. This is contrary to the expectati:ons.



CHAPTER- II
DIELECTRIC LOADING OF ELECTRImCDIPOL~
ANTENNAS SURROUNDED BY A SPHERE(12)

I. INTRODUCTION
It has been indicated by Wheeler(8)that dielectric le~

ding (~>/) decreases the radiatiQn power factor of electric
dipole antennas. However, there are exceptiQns for an infin-
itesimal dipole surreunded by a finite dielectric sphere and
also for dielectrically loaded small-angle biconical anten-
:lDlDmas,where a moderate increase of G.••provides a slight in-
crease of the radition power factor. In the latter two cases
the dielectric surface is not tangential tQ the electric field
lines. So the results of Wheeler are not strictly applicable.

Abcording to hi. the dielectric loading of the antenna
increases the susceptance B and does not alter the rad1at-
ion conductance G. so the antenna radiation power factor
p=i decreases. The specific geometries considered here
involve an infinitesimal electric dipole in a finite diele-
ctric sphere. The field components of the small dipole can
be obtained from a scalar solution of the wave equation. It
is shown in the discussion of electric dipole that there is
a slight. improvement of the power factor p for a moderate
relative dielectric (i.e.I(£".(,if),if the boundary of the die-
electric sphere is within the near sone of the diepole.This
is contrary to the expectations.
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2. THEELECTRICDIEPOLESURROUNDEDBYN!. SPHERE
.All electric dipole is located:1i.inthE clD1ter of a

dielectric sphere of radius IIsl' which is showniliJ fig. 1

and of dielectric constant f, " magnetic permeability ~.,

and conductiTityo{of the region I. The outer rigion II is
p~.

h.e
I
I \l..

Fig. 1• .All Electric Dipone Surrounded by a Sphere;

characterized by (.•.'"ko , and~. For a suppressed 4?i"'t time

variation of the fields, the field components are given by

oil- C1" 1<.\.)
Eai. =: ;:;- oe ()'Y'

Hq,L = - (61 + i l.J EO,)

where1Usatisfies the scalar wave'equation
\. 1-
V l.L;. T kL Lt., = 0
kt ':: LA?~. €-, - i. LO",u.. 6<. .

To evaluate the above equations, let us consider

E =c-Vrf>

where t:J; is a seailJar:'R*teb.tiiE1L.

(4)

(5")
(6)
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In the spherical e:o-ol1d.inat.s;ysteas

E = a.,., EY" T at; E9 t- O-.,pf <t>

££ L 7J It> a I o<pv <P = C\..,. 7J r + Cl.9 'Y' ~ ~ t- rp 'a" '"' '" Gl 0 (/:J

Writing.p"~;'(T\<.)' where u is also a ~ction, weg~t b;r

c:(.::~omp~ing

\
"

\
\

\

or

Again

or

and

Ee = _ -L ~ - _, 01...CO"k)
, 'Y' "0 e - 'Y" 0 eoYo'

I (lLCru,); '\'
E&c ::. yo 0$ oY'

.D' ? ,.' 'OF \
V)( H = 6 E + ~ t :::oE r e. O-C 1

= 6£ + l w~E :0 C01- L ra~)f ,,~ \
V)<. H ::: (6f- ttv~)(Cl.1'" E." TOe E'll>+ q~£.rp)':" \,

"'X' [.'0 CH ~e) oHci "~('I oHT'Also; V)( II ::;.,., ">'''' e 'C5e (J - 7J~] t 'l'"L~ 7fF
-~(O' HtP)] T ~ [~C'Y" Hs)- ~'J .

,

, \
137 comparison we get '0 f+p a~
. (0 +1. (£>() Ee == ~['lY'~e (Jrj:> - ~,0{I-J<PiJ.
A'sthe variation in the .p -direction is zero, we\~~t

, ~C0 ~
Hi:> := -1'" £e C0f-'l. ~f) :::-Lb +L(t)~) '0 e< \

\.
or H~{:: -: C t,i- T L U> E L) "0>'0(:;-;")' ,",

Also (3H ~f)1:"" :: ..,.,~'k.f}[.:& (H,p ~~) _ ~G]
E - 1 [CJ (~'" $ alA,,)]
T-' = r ')-:",e ' 7J9 '09

E."i.. ::: - -r>~",e[-t& (~e 0'O~)]

E.pi..:::' 0 j ff<t>( =: 0 j Hl'L::: 0 .

To solve the equation (5) l~t us take the wave equation
, L 1- ..L d ('.2-'dk_\in spherical- co-ordinates. Then V k Tk' k- ::: ..,.,1- ~L'P ~/

'OLI<- 1-
I '0 C~'~'0 lA..) + ' ----,:.T k 'k .

+ 'l';'- 'bi."" e '0 f) '0 e. 'l" 'l-'&:~E9 '0 if!

With the s;ynaetry about the axis the variation with

azimuthal angle rp ma:r be neglected. Then
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02 k- _ '" lie
'Or'"l..- - "

~ - R ell
?> rj- -

~ ::: R 'e )

~ ::: 'R e'
'38 )

Let us 8.'l!Isuae.,product solution of the form
\L-=1<S/

where R 1s a function of r alone. and e is a function of
8 alone. Then

The two sides of the aboTe equation are equal to each
'other for all values of r and e • and as R is a function
of ronl:r. and e is a function of e only. both sides
can be equal only to a constant. Since the constant may
be expressed in any non-restrictive way. let it be
n(n+1). Then the two resulting ordinary differential
equations are

and

It is seen that the solution of the first equation .is
the Bessel's function. So

'R ::: .A.in [tr»
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The solution of the second equation in terms of simple
functions is not obvious, so a series solution may be assumed.
the co-efficients of thisrseries may be determined so that
the differential equation is satisfied and the resulting series
made to define a new function. For n is an integer the proper
selection of the arbitrary constants will make the series
for the new function terminate in a finite number of terms.
Thus, for any integer n, the polunollial dinned by

I [ d J"t( L ,\ttP"Lleese) =: 11. I&>L(~{!J) leos ~-0
. ~ ¥l.

is a solution to the above differential equation. The equa-
tion is known as Legendre's equation; the solutions are
allledU Legendre polynomials of order n. It is evident
that, smnce they are polynomials and not infinite series,
their values can be ealculated exactly if desired • The
Talues are tabulated below

Po (tos e) "'- I

f'1 (~ose):= eos $

1':2. leo", e) :: } (3 e.os2e -,)
P3 It':0S~:: t(s- ~s.Je -..] ens e)
f't, L e..o,:>e) :: t(3'5 e~ lfe - 3~ e.oS'- S -r.3)

B ;~~):= J...(b3~'3"e- 70 e.os-"e +l~ <:os8)
,,'- 3,.

Then one sulution is written
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and the function defined by the aboTe solution is called aD
associated Legendre function of the first kind, order n,
degree a. These are actually related to the .ordinary Legendre
fuDctions by the equation

p~""c.'"0 ::- L I _ 1C) '\'!tIl- cl
l11

PMl 'X.)
., e( 1L"'-

By differentiations according to this equation, the pol;y:no-

Fro. equation (8), ~ I ::: .R, -R, (~)C/('l')fl, (~se)

~~' = fl,fe [t(IC4)(~,1j~ U-os~J

of the first and fourth kind respectively, and where p,,(eoss)
is a Legendre polynomial of order n. The fields in a homo-
geneous infinite mediwa may be drived from the equation(8)
after letting n=1. Thus, the H~1 ~omponent of the dipole
moment Idh is given by

r n (J - L kIP
H ::- _tN_"'-_ (I +L k, 'l") S\ '" e- .Qcp, '-tn"pl-. .

mials of the first few orders are found to be
,

Po LC-6S~) <:: 0

r,t (~o'i>~) - g Z'" ~-I

~ Uose) =- ...3S"",& eosE:'J

p; ( e.o~e) ::- ~ ~"'eL'5UJs"4 - 0

p~(eo<;,G) = ~ 'b:",~(]~~~-3eoC)e)

So, the solutions of the equation (5) may be written as

(7)
(8)

Bessel functions

------
r (,) .

Jn .::- .A 11. 111.LJ(Ll') P" (w,. e)

f 11.(4) ::- AI1. ~.vcki.'l") 'P\'\.Uos~
iJt(':t) and 4~(~are the sphericalwhere
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5'0 fro. equation (2),

H4>,~ -(61+ '" U9 ~JA, fe [-I(, Wc l<j v) P,(~e)]

Where -R.rc~C't:,v) =- .R}2)(~ = (~- ~j .f>.-l~
(10)

(11)

and (12)

)

Carrying out the differentiation in equation (10) it
follows that

H ( !Z • ~) n ( L I) --l:t4>, = u,+LUiJ, 0, ~- ~ J2 &--'-"'@

(& (t-::z) - L'Z
=- IT L Ii> toV Ii I .:t 1.-.Q ~"" e.J

and fro. equation (6)
(3, +\.lc9 €o,)

~suming (8) as the primary excitation, suitable solutions
for the two regions are

for 0 (yo> < OL (14)

for 0...:S;1" (tJ(l • (15)

For the continuity of the tangential electric and magnetic
field it is required that at r=a3.the boundary conditions are,

Ee, :: Ee~
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Thus l6L4-L(.o)E9'k..c and ~.,.l'P'h-L) are continuous. From the
aboTe, boundary conditions we may write •• ,

(3, +LW'f,) "'-, =' (6l.-t- L Ib h) "'-...

or (o,t-('N-')fl [-8./-~)(kIOY+ S1.Ur<.)] ~6S e ::-(o}.+\.<.9E..) c.£(,(~h~c;..)eese
or ~(~" ,,)+- 13 ";'r/( "') _ (0-..:1- L f.9 ~) ~ ~ (~( v_ \

, L ' oJ,l I ~ (01+ Lci!>e-.) A " "';{"J

oil:' .£(l~.>:)+ B ;[(:t) ::- (Ol-r-l"'0) C ~,(~C~)
, , (ol+lw6o) 7t /

also for ;~.,(3'1A.0 i.e. {:((~1.<.0 ,we get

where

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

The spherical boundary between the two regions at r=a is
assUmed first to lie in the near fields ~f the dipole. For
Ie,"', "~c..« I ,sllall argument approximations of the spherical
Bessel functions are used in (16) and (17). Then

. 1l.1', (.,y ~ --3

(21)

and letting 6L. = 0, we can solTe (16) and (17) as follows.
From equation (16) we get

or
and
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£':l \- 13~::t.

or -3 - '::(" + -:3
:r:z l .n b..-

or ..2 - ~1.- +- ~

Since k
1
a;, k2& « 1, only the following terms are consid-

ered i.e.

.3 e ...L l bd- 2M..)or f:j -- 7f ~1- t:,
or (] -:: 3h_

A ~,+~f1-

. C El 3b..
.. :: E-,+ 2 E\.-

as
and

",1..-:::. •...L 1.. ,~1..- ~ 1.-
.<. '" '" :::. ovA. '=-, c..
":)1..- = \<:.C"L :::. ~~o G,..a.l-

Putting the value frOIl (13)

C - IA#.' r c&
-- lfn . (22)

Nowdetermining C and PA the fields of the dipole are

computedby substituting (15) in (1). Thus we get

Using the large argument approximation of the spherical

Bes'sel function

we get

Eft. ~ (-
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r- '" _ l ltD.A<> r £k ::> h ('-Ao " " - L K.2.r" .
j: l:7l- - " 1L"'r> • E-, T.t fL ;n0 ., '" -

The radiated power is

(24)

(25)

Now

Then the ra~ation resistance follows from this equation
as

The capacitance of the dipole antenna is
f, Ac= dh

(26)

where If,is the effectiTe area. The radiation power factor is
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found as

p= (28)

Let the effective antenna volulI.eAdhis V and let ?y>=: t~)
the equation (28) becolles

(29)

NCl)W fDllmthis equation (29) we can see that the radiation

power factor p is increased ~1ghtl;r for I <q-, <: It , but is

decreased for larger values of 61"'.

If the spherical boundar;.,between the two regions at r=a

lies in the far fields of the dipole, k1a and k2a>>1 and

large argument approxillationsc6f the spherical Bessel func-

tions are used in (16) and (17).Then

1,C~!:::- ~ ~ ')(

.l2)(7<) ~ - ~ oR.- L}("

Froll. (16) we get

I (30)

and twa (17) we get



:, B =

or I. Jl.-L\-13 X'ht.:Z ::- l * .Q- L~

. (! -i..~ . _L~
LA e -lQ

)-\'l\ ~

15

(~~- L l.<;",~ (i~~_ s---"'~~ C? £t..":::!(,,- ~ _ ft. 1(,- \
~",,":2. - R <;,-\",,<~.J ~

L -=- -7r ~-L~( La, ~~ ~ ~~

0)" ~ .e:-b ~ , 00 C:: f1 Q.L'l::o__ 1f_~_, _
f1 =-#, Ck!.x-t- L.,(h S-""'~ ./ J€;~xt-l~)\~

So l~ .Jr,
C=A..e -----------If,~:l!~ L -ffl- ~~

From (1) we get the radiated electric fields
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$; ~ll'"l.(r"-o,)
.[?, ~(t,ey+l~ ~(\(,~) ~el

L 49.-M.1:J..&. <;,,,, ~ -l)c .•.('l"'~ fh ]-1
=: 4Tly.> J<- [~i::la,+i.A/~~k,Ci. (32)

As .before the dadiated power is

The radiation powsr factor p is obtained from (27)andf~)\
,.

\,,., '.,

J(34)
J

. 'I .~
'.. ;

,-~.quadratic.
" I.\
I.•••.•,

as
(f,/f..-) • ~1-Y!l~)p=wRC ••----...,,----- --__, _

~1.);a. -+- ~ ,",,,,,Lr,Ci. 6 7L
The padiation power factor p is increased with the

G-increasing values o£ tyo:::*.This increase is
with f"t if k1a=(n+}2)lItand linear if k1a=nn.
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s3. DICUSSION
"
The short dipole is also termed as condenser-type

antenna. The characteristics of the capacitor antenna
for the dielectric loading fr>can be deduced froll s:iJllPle
reasoning. Dielectric is QSBUIled to be inserted with rota-
tional o;ymmetry in a cpacitor antenna of same symmetry.
The boundary of the dielectric is made to follow the ele-
ctric field lines between the two plates of the capacitor.
The electric fields in and near the capacitor and the
magnetic fields outside the dielectric remain nnaltered
if the vol~age V of the capacitor is maintained constant.
The .fields outside the volume occupied by the antenna and the
dieledtric depend on the electric and magnetic fields on
the boundary surface. The essential part of the argument
is that the dielectric boundary is tangential to the
electric field E. This requirement is not aet with the
.dmall dipole. which exhibit sizeable radial electric
field conponents at the dielectric boundary.



CHAPTER-III
ELECTRIC DIPOLE SURROUNDED BY AN

INFINITELY LONG CYLINDER(1)

The short dipole is located at the centre of an infini-
tely lang cylinder as shown in the fig.1. The electric dipole
of moment Ih is assumed to be z-oriented. For a z-oriented
electric dipole, the Tector potential is given by

(1)

where R2= (x-x ,)2+(y_y' )2+(z_z .)2,
x',y',z' is the location of the dipole

and x,y,z is Phe:j;lointin space where .A!'z is desired.

The term eikR can be expressed as a combination of the
R

fUnctions invelTing the cylindrical Hankel function of ieroth
order. There being no restriction on the eigen-Talue, it will
be continuous, and therefore eikR should be expressed as an

R
integral over all 0<. 's • Writing Weyrich I s formula as

"".
eikR :Z-ii.. f-eto<.::t. H(t)(,JkL_o<.Ll") £0( (2)

R "-: ..:t •-cd
and subjected to the following conditions

(a) rand z real; (b) O~arg)k"'_o(:L « TI ;(c)OS argl«n.
the condition (a) is obviously satisfied, and so is (c),

• The condition (b) will be used
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to chGose the contour of integration. The equation (1) is
reduced to

Fig.1- E~ectric dip ale and an infinitely
long cylinder.

Again
It ~;t\IX A ::-- $;t 0-04(;

E ::- t~ V ['Y" It) -+- l«) 'if
•

(4)

From above we get the following relations

The boundary conditions are

HJ0 - HJL)
(I)

E):

(6)
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In region I, the vector potential wil c~nsist of the

homegeneous solution of the wave equation and that due to
the source. In the region II, it will be only of the home-
geneous solution of the waTe equation. So the Tector poten~ials
in the two regions will be

ll~::.i ~~,((f~(A~l--r) ~~o( ~.e0( +f~O<)Jo(.je--a( Ll") .r/-o(~o<.
_O(j _00

fj~) = fl&<) H.{./Jt->o(1.-rj e. l'tZ oI..c>(
-00

where a(~ and b(~) can be determined from the boundary
conditions.

(7)

To solTe for a(~) and b€X) we use the following proper-
ties of Dirac-delta function

(8)
OIl

and f 8lo<J 6[0<, -0( .•.) ?(Cl<'1 :: (f [0<:0
-0()

From the boundary conditions we get



JP<1 () - i;; :<.
Multipl~g both sides by ~

-0<1

21
dz, we get

where

The prime sign with JO and HO indicates differeilti..,.n
tion with respect to the argument.

Using the first condition of the equation (8) we get

1[~~t;e.lto'c.e0J'(\~Mf'<-(J)ceo(+f":r. {-Ca)c{.-<) L~1l~[o(-(3Jvee( ]-

and fDom the second condition we get
I [1/ 1/ -<.A,,,IR /

/fA rt>L.(~:2..n-..e- gR tJ.(.es).e.!(n.,q(o{)]:::*~[-t(8) H~LfDcz)-e6 .:(RJ

01' i[If.'e~')J. {t!Lf!.. + J.'e.fa) 0...(0<)]
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Agaia using the boundary condition E~1)=E~2),we get

Now,

0')'

+ f;&;; Yo (,.J }L~o(~(")C"<j Q Lo(-<'vecX
.-<>,J

- 'L fl (j)- -cx ,;(
.J

and sillilarl;r

Gr

So we may get

~:'L [t:-~d 1.-J ElY
r;:::~

(10)

[ J..:;:R H:[-eo.) 1";;;" (f~~~J
10 [ ~:"f.H. ('.fa) t To (fc] ~ (o<j]
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A_ kPUtting Ao -Km,N=~, we get

N'l.-li. (~) [.{~~ fl.' (--{tV + Jo'()It)) oJotJ]
:::~i ~C-&0;)[ t:~lie (fs) f :r. (!q) IA~J

oY' o..~ [rf'-fb(.f.oej J/cec0 - /::-""i 1-Io'{&~J;,(.foJJ

=: ~~~ [~(~oc9 ~ (-{~. f:'r'\1;- 1V1-Ho(-f, ~ \-1of(~ll

00'
~ [H,,(.ft,s) ~f(.Rcj - ~ i t-f. (.c~UoI((ecjJ

K;,-i 1; (fa) It'(f~~ - J;(fo,J ff.C4 ~

Putting the value of a~) in (9) we get

A [A.-jArf. 11.." , { .t'iTJ< [f-/o(ft0 ~ '(.(t'.) - ~ Z H.(f~fJc(-f.,g)Jjl
.,to - gn ~ t<'IAJ t To (-ec). /L .

r;1--- i ~(.eo) Wr}m~- J/(Jc) H.(-eo~

::: y,\,>- ~ (01.) 1-1/a0 c0

or
~f .,(-;~-R[II/(.e~:r.C-$-j _J:I({'&y ~(.ecJJ

K1"1 [ K/V~t :r. C.(t'.J Ho'L-f",)- i(fa) H. (.eo~
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So b(oe)=
,

[J.'te~~(!ooy- r; t J.l~cjH!(f.rjJ

But J.C.er0H~{&) - i{€C3J #0(-&-) -

.eMl R
It fII-.fp'-TL~

HeRce the solution of the vector potential is formally
given by (7) with the values of a(oe) and b(:><:).

With KJI.=1, N=1,

~<')=O

and b(o.:::)=PoA~:rR. _.,...-----I-----,-,,--~
1tpl--R'--q [I: (.&0) HoC-eo ~ - :r.( -{.r;» H! (.e~ry]

Then b(,,<)= ...i.7~.g.
This is exactly what is expected because in the ab"Dce

af the cylinder, the solution for .A:z austhegiven by (3).

Radiated Power

The Poyinting vector is given by

Since Ec(J =0 and no power in the q:,-direction, we get
~~8~J3r,U:- (;\1"' t=-;z H; J.

To find the radiated energy we may r~dpt~e poynting
vector along the infinitely long cylinder. So the energy will
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be W=fi,:ZT1.1',,(x plus somecontributions of ends of the

-04
cylinder located at rca • This flow of energy across the

two ends of the cyclinder at:too does not contribute to the

field radiated awayfrom the cylinder and will hot be

considered here. So the radiated energy will be

Cd

W =-J £~Hq,'lf- in' of.~.-~. , since - "f
'Pr' :: - EzH~ .

For the second region

E - A..I'-' [ 1.. oL J ~z-l(; k. -t 'O'xl- fh
A.U' [1... 1..J ""::l? }(.;- eX fI~<!Y.

• D<l.(~ f .::: ~ [K,'l.--o?J -C, ~ 1+0(.e.0') e\0(Zc,(o(
-ad

=- -Z{$j.;-r;(cj Ho(.fo~) -Q LO<.{ dx
• --Od

(~ 9<1 •

Hq>-= -*0'0~ = - ~ f-e ~ -fa HHe. 'tV .e lo('<:' cfd.. .
-<>d

So



From the condition of Dirac-delta function of (8)

The equation (11) is the complete expression dlbrthe
radiated energy both in the near and far field. For
evaluating the far field an ~proximate method will be
discussed here.
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ASymptotic eTaluation of the electromagnetic fields
by the method of steepest descent.

An asymptotic evaluation of the following form is

required.. hi£; -=:: .fg~)Ho(f~-oIl.~ & lP<~ cJx
"<>i

The variable of integration 4( runs along the real
rem.s froll -ooto +00. There are two branch points at 0(=I I;,

which lie on the real axis. This difficulty may be aTio-
ded if kO is first assumed to have a small imaginary
part corresponding to a small but finite conductivity
of air and then let this imaginary part approach zero.
With large value of r it is assumed that (,J ~;-o<1.-0» » 1 •

Then
A\(;)~ ((, f<.)J :2.. -€-i.TL/~R.L[O<;ZTj'4~O(LrJo{o( (12)

z" -z>6 .." I v L....ql.-,..
t"-7oQ 'LV •..•

To integrate the aboTe equation by the method of
steepest descent it is necessary to make the following
substitution:

0( =- ~. ~'V\ cP
(/J = rprt--t cP 1-

~ =- 'R ~'V\ e
'Y':: 'R Cos (}

The angle @ is measared from the r-co-ordinates
and from the z,-axia;.

Now to evaluate the integral by the method of
steepest descent the integral may be written

(14)
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where ~(~ is a complicated function. The condition of
the equation (13) are substituted in (14) and we get

I=! J Ci'-o S-;/'fl <PJ .Q .-l(f;:.. 1( $\",,& 5\"" 1> +Ko KE.ose e.~ef) Ko &5?4> ceq,
=JfCl<~o S{""rp) Q-t(r.12 e-tl'?LI7-<?)J, K. ~CP cfrb
C

where C is a suitable contour.
Now the transformation of the equation (14) froJa

the of. -plane to the cP -plane changes the contour from
aloJ:lgthe Deal axis between -00 to +OQ to ABC as shown
in fig.-2. It is desired to deform this contour along
which the imaginary part of .(/{of(M[s-<PJ is constant in
the region where its real part is the largest. At the
maz1mum point of .(.~'R ~Ce...p) I namely at 1::: 8--<-0 I

Re [A k. 'l( fM, (e-epJ) is largest. This is the so called
"saddle point". The equation to the deformed contour
is obtained by ev.aluating IJa~f(o'R ~sCe-rjJ)] at
ep = e -.(0 • ThSs givem

(16) .

The plot of (16) within the allowed Riemann shee'll:
is A'B'C' as shown in fig.-2. A~ong this conto~ i.e.

cPt and P:( satisf~ng equation (16)

. re ep\ • II0 $j.",,-B, '--t:f»-e <-!Co 'R~L - ':.J ~ .('<'f-D" Cl!>S~ep~
(17)

The imaginary part of the exponent in (17) is constant
along the new contour. For large R, the quantity has a
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maximum at <:h =0 and rapidly decreases on both sides of the
saddle point.

tP,

Fig.-2. Contours of Integration in the
Complex r/J -plane.

The poles on the proper Riemann sheet are the surface
wave poles and those en the improp:er sheet are the leaky-
wave pOles. Without explicitly evaluating the residues at
these poles, it may be observed that from the physical point
of view, these contributions must be very small if the field
far away from the surfac~ of the cylinder is desired, because
all such contributions will decay exponentially. Therefore
for the field far away from the surface the significant
contri bution will be from the sadelle point. About the saddJj,e
point

(18,)

and along the new contour

",..
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Then from (15) and (19) we get

where u is a point on the contour close to the saddle point •.
Within this region fc~g-{'Yl'0t>-s 1>0-J(Kc~"'~Cl1s~,independently
of~. Also, if the limit of the integration is changed to
-~ to +04 very little is added to the orignal value. The.

I e<I'J~H K>¥\'>I ttl Ko e.6S ~ e - iJlflt if(.R r.Q- IC, R <t>}- c>L$z
-0(}

Then the eqqation (12) may be written as

(21 )

Then the electromagnet~c far fields are .



(24)
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where ~ Cfo ~"htJ) is the value of bee<')with 0<.== 1'0 ~ G .

If we can assume that lOa, la«1, then the equation (23)
can be reduced to a simple form. There is, however, one
restriction since 0<. runs from -oIJ'to-te<I, 10 and 1 also run
from -04 to +"" • If z is assumed to be large, then the major
contribution to the integral (12) will be from regions
whereo(is not too large. Thus for large z, lOa and la m~
assumea values small compared to ugity.

For this special case, b(~) reduces to

I

~l.e.-2.-rI - E'Y') - ~:t-C R

and If2J C: H-epo [ 1_ •.in.. 1;,'L~1.-&s'Leef-r-0 J
Lrr.ff-f::.,~~. ;L~R }

He/>o= Lt1L 'R - - - - -- (2~)

where H~is the magnetic field in free space due7a dipole
alone. If &.=1, the term~_ '-1LK,;L~C!bf"e("T'-6 ]beCOmes unity
as expected, and the equation (251 reduces to the far zone
magnetic field due to a dipole alone. The electric field is
obtained by multiplying the equation (25) wlthti""'lf-o.

It is possible to use the large argument approximation
of the Bessel and Hankel functions if the diameter of the
cylinder is assumed larger such that la and lOa are both
much greater than unity. Then we get

. -I. So

b(o{)~ ~:~ [ilK e Q, &~ ~S' (26)
,,0;; s- -<- -r

where s=la- Ttl'!' 8&:= J!.o "-.- 7l/ ~ .
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Then

(R/fp)"h- -R.- Lsa
L&S C- i ¥ ¥\,"",S "

where the value of 11<1'0has been given above.
As it is difficult to carry out integration about an

infinite cylinder to obtain total radiated power, only the
poynting vector will be considered for the purpose of
comparison. The poynting vector for the aedium/

~he poynting vector Po for the case of dipole in free
space

For free space i.e. at (,..=0

H~2)= H~ .

Then putting the values of (27) and (28) we get

P ='~~ H 2..1 C-PJeo)"k -tCS, I!-r 12,;"To <P. --:---
Cns- ,(~~

and p'o=Y2n~

(28)

So the ratio of the magnitudes of the two poynting
vectors is given by

p~ ~I (£1-&) Y2- r~-
~~ ~""s

(29)
0 ,

~ £;'- .{.
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SQ far we have, there was no restriction on the value

of E an.d~. In the following discussion both f: and ~ will

be assumed real. Wetake

.R _ J '(..L_ IC.'l- ~'""l-G-
.eo - ,,"0 lese

Therefore, with E and~ real we have

,J roiL.- ¥i 'ht.e
~e

1+ [~:~ -'1k'h"S
Fromthe abQveexpression if fpand N are unity, Pr/Po

reduces to DDity and it is expected. Consider the case

when e =0. Then

but

and - n; tr -=- IeC\. - n; ~ -::::.rJ for KYI1 /'.. c..
rJ &r )(""

It (~-I) ~'v\L [,.J f'r. /<-y>..koa. -nlLtJ
(31 )

Let us consider a few simple cases.

<TaseyI.

~=1, (.[h, 1'-. Cl...) Taries, then

~

IT (fy,-D S\'hl- Gth f<.ct -Tt/lf]
(32)
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The meximumvalue of Pr/PO is abctut

(~(4>a..- Tl./y )=n1Z,where n=O,1,2, •••••••••

At theaeppOlnts

~

.

r '::.~
. 0 lila::.

Again the minillWllvalue Qf,Pr/PO is about

(,.Jf:;, /::.~ - Tl/'t )=(211+1YY:t, where IIl=O,1,2, ••••••
At these points

The nature of variation of Pr/Po with Er&kOs;.is

shown in fig.-3.

Fig.-3. Variation of radiated power with f,.,and kOa
(not to scale).
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Case-II.

Pr '" fi..,...-p:--
o \+- C-g-"" - I) ~"",l.-[;!K~k"q-ry4]

The maximum 'points are about
(-rrz;;... k.k - 1lILt ) =(2n+1 )%' where ncO, 1 ,2, •••••••

At these points

Pr ( ~ l~jk
J;5Q max. '

The minimum bOints are about
(~~cz-n;lf )=IIR, where .=0,1,2, •••••••••••••

~ these p0ints

This is shown in ~g-4.

(~~11)?t--/-t l"-'1T~If +-t (,,~f5j:lt- +t
"{f",, K." ,.

Fig.-4. Variatien of radiated power with ~(n0t to scale).
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DISCUSSION
From the plots of fig.3 and fig.4, it is app..eed

that in the case of large cylinder, the radiation depends
on ~ and f~,and there are resonant and--antiresonant
points. According to the pattern shown in figures the
radiation increases with the increase of k. and ~. It
may be pointed out that the cylinder behaves like a
"resonance cavities". This is the cause of the existence

.,'

of the resonance and antiresonance points, with thereson-
ance occurihg at intervals ka =n radians. This is very
helpful to design the.antenna structure. These curves
also reveal that if maximmzation of the radiation resis-
tance is the criterian of the design, then it is suitable
to increase the values of km or E~than to increase the
physi.acal structure of the antenna. Because there is a
range beyond which there will be no extra benefit for the
larger size of the antenna structure. Jnother point of
discussion is that if €.••is less than nnity the value of
H~2) does not increase. And for all other values of ~~
except unity, it decreases. This is not surprising
because in this case, the infinitely long cylindrical
~melectric rod behaves aEa wave guide and some energy
will be flowing along the rod.



CHAPTER-IV

DIPOLES IN A CONDUCTING MEDIUM(9)

I. INTRODUCTION

In this section we shall investigate an electric dipole
located in a semiBinfinite dissipative medium. Sommerfield
was the first to formulate the problem of an electric dipole

•over a conducting earth, obtaining an asymptotic sotution
when the dipole and the observer were on the interface.
Modified saddle-point integration techniques have been
~sed fer the more general case of the dipole over the
conducting earth. In the present investigation we shall
apply a new technique to the Sommerfield integrals for
asymptotic solutions of Fourier integrals. We shall consider
the case for vertical and horizontal electric dipoles and
it will be easy to treat the megnetic dipoles.

II. Case A: Vertical Electric Dipole
'.

The geometry has been shown in fig.1. The dipole is
located at z=zO above the inter~aae. The upper region z)O
will be designated as region 1 alidthe ~!wer region z<O
will be designated as region 2. The plane interface is at
z=O. An e-im time dependence is as.umed and also it is
assumed the permeability A. is identical in both the media.

..•.•. ,.
;',

•
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Fljr cylindrical symmetrywe can express the entire

electromagnatic fields fer the verticadipole in terms of

Region 1(~,, 6,).P-,)

:J
RegiGn2(E"6,) .••.,)

Fig.1. C.-ordinate system.

the z-component of the Hertzian vector TI",. Let us take

B= 'VXA
. L

A= - t ~ Tl
I<:> 'L'/::

where

So

So we get

(1)IB= vxfl -

E= ~~- 'V f--i.ib.-A--c( ;n; g f- ~(,?C: ~;. t.:!J.. c fui)

E= -VC();~)t ~f->tn::z.

and

or
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where the complex propagation constant

Again ("''--f /J.."l-) .Pi =-/-'-J and considering the/~, Z Z

(2)

infinitesimal

Then

or

dipole strength p we getz,
op:<

J = - = -i""R1 •
Z 7>t 'z

( V1.--{-~1-) ilz:dW,4pi~.

( 'V'+ ;2>"l-) ( -.-<. (£!~ T7::<) = -.:...U9~ F<:
( 'V'l.-r-;0 L) Tl~ =c - .e; .

Then with subscfipts 1 and 2 for the regions, the
field e~ations for an infinitesimal dipole of strength
pz in region 1 and 2 are

But the boundary conditions are

or

and



Again E1= vCo~:)+~~/1..nr:{.

E2= '\le~)-r~~';-~'::ZJ

rbTC:z) (ORt.':l::).<\. L 6 Lthat is, ~ ~ - V o~ :::'x/h 1(:a::-Z/31 Tl-,~

= ~ lclLE:, Tl,~(Alc-~)

As we have considered before that the permeability~
is identical in both the media. Se we get.

So the boundary conditions are

tt T(~ =: Et.1I.n.
~

'Onl~ ()n.'Z.~
~'O~ o~

also at ~700) 1\':L ~o 0
~and '::t. --'7 o<J .J 1l. 1.'2-70 0
0

(4)

These equations can be solved by the straight
forward means of the t'wo-dilllensionalFourier transform n

J

where

and the inverse 1t is given by

(6)



Applying the two-dimensional Feurier transform in (3)

we get,ff [ "V?-r-~+;a /1.rL/~ J;l (J7t itz::J etn. ~ .
~

JJ~rOd" ~ -i. (In +1.~
:= J - ~ ,{[?t) Jf?)6{::t.~.) e. ~1'\.c{y.

-o<i

Using rectangular co-ordinate system the left hand side
becomes

(',y~(0L. oL-- 'elL. L - i. (3?\ ft~jJ) L~ 1- '17~1.-TC;j~L. t(! / :-J "Il,~ ~ . £'}t J;;
"" ,

_ ('(',[ qLfI.-,:t. -t~?t -i..t~ OL~~ -i.~1t -\.1.;' I:~?. ,L\ -i.lJ"-+~-»-::Ji I ~'Yt.\. '12. • .Q t ~'.e. . ..Q. tlW'E"¥'./~:te lJ:.J~

Integrating by parts, the first term will be

r£\.'1..~A;y (oQ-tff?l d~rf,cJ !:-L~1Lo1'y~ of1't-}
-cd t V?t -" -dl ?J ')'\.

=-f:-~~d~[~~[:-LY~~f-~d-x.J
-~ -~ ~~



Similarly the second term will be - '1."Lil,:t. (3.; lJr;;-z).
Then the equation will be

(, L - ((( dL L -((;fit ttV. 11.
-~~t1j RI~C1JV9+~ l~ TPI) 1'l.<:. -Q 'ct'n,o:;j

Then the differential equation will be

Similarly applying Fourier transform to the other
equation of (3) we get

(~~~+ -g"L~~":{(JJ 7J~ =0

wher8 {}-::: ~L1.._ C!gL+'L'J .
The solutions of these ordinary differential equations

satisfying the boundary conditions in (4) are given in
terms of the inverse transform •
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Thus for z40

(8)

For z~O

(/ i,~o. ~ LI"L-<:
if

where t,'- -= .(~ t"L~C~'+Ji- Jy
i2L ~ { f>1-

L
- (JL-tD J . (10)

The equations (8) and (9) are simplified to the form
given below by changing to polar co-ordinates (A,e) and
substituting the integral representation of Bessel func-
tions. For z~O

. P:< [Q i. SIR, oJ2l;3,:R1-
TI,~:;, {;j it n.~1 'I'll Rz.

.d- r ~~ Lt, (b't-t-:;..) (v
-+- I'R J - l;j lie' Q H. (1\.) ?I r;{",. (11)

'1 -O<J ,,'- I -t;Z, 1-



For z~O

where

and

R~ = x2+y2+(z_zO)2
2 2 2 2R2 = x +y +(z+zO)

2 2= r +(z-zO)
2 2=r +(z+zO) •

Case B: Hori:rontal Electric Dipo]e

It is necessary to have two components of the Hertzian
vector Tlxand 7L~ for the horizontal dipole in the medium. Then
the ,electromagnetic fields for this case are given by

E = "l Co~ T "b'!:.:) t- (5Y X'R1\T 5(- fu!J

• {5l...

B = - ~ [Vx{Xn7l.T~fu)J .

(13)

Similarly before we can deduce the field equations
for ~O

L L
V TZltj+~I TL11., =- a
V~I + (J,'-~, -% 1(')1) J(~)J(.z-~o) Io (14)

and for z<O....,
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Again the boundary conditions will be as befo~e

o~. Or<..'<,_ ()Tlm, T ]'>'71.::22-
0

.A1L1t1
1- 0=- f->1-R'XL 'OI'L + o~ - '0 'h 'O~ I'l- L

j1. 'l.. ~~ ~ 1... '0 12.. 7<:L(2)1 R~I :: jSl- Tt~1-
I o)C. 1- O~ 0

(16)

and at

n I Cll}~;Y -7 0
~ ('J'l,),,:J ~ 0

As before, the equations (14) and (15) are reduced to
ordinary differential equations by means of Fourier trans-
form. Solving these differential equations with the boundary
conditions in (16), the following inverse transforms can be
written as

. ..,
;-..";..•...' ...



where

Similarly as before by transforming to polar co-orcina-
tes ~,G) and substituting the imtegral representation of
the Bessel functions, the equations (17) reduces to the
following form: for z~O

and for z~O - ---(t~

where 2 2 2 2 2 2R1 = x +y +(z-zO) = r +(z-zO)
2 2 2 2 2 2Ra = x +y +(z+zO) = r +(z+zO) •



To get the complete description of the electromagnetic
fields the integrals (11), (12) and (18) have to be evaluated.
Asymppotic solutions of the following two integrals will be

(19)

where

and the

0' I "L =- (l'1..'L_ (J ,j YL

;!;;-= (7tL_ /!>"1-~)'1.-

rest of the integrals are obtained from them by simple
differentiation. Thus.the asymptotic solution to the second
and fourth integral is obtained by taking

-(~T~J~.
III. NShort Description of the ASymptotic Method

~

-The !i51?ihptoticevaluation of an integral f-f(j.) Q (}\j't>f A.
-""<l

for large values of r is obtained in the following manner. The
function jl~)should be a generalized f~ction and phould
possess only finite number of singularities like poles, zeros
and branchpoints. It is known from the complex-variable theory
that the contributions to the solution come form these singu]-
arities of the function.The asymptotic solution is obtained by
expanding the function f 0) around the singularity, e.g. ,if the ,

I
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...1.1.

function has a branch point of the type (7\-7\,) at It.= 'A" then
('/0..- 7\,)1..+(7\) is expanded around the singulari ty ~I e After the
expansion the complex integ~al is reduced to a linear combin-
ation of simple integrals. After splitting oE the complex
function f(A) into a linea» combination of simple functions,
the inverse Fourier transform will be asymptotically equal to

where 1\, ' f\"l are the singularities of the function f(N , and
-t,(r') 1.j) and:b.C!J'ih) are simple functions of r. So from the
nature of the solution, the major significant contribution
will be from the singularities close to the real axis. The
further a singularity is from the real asis, the greater will
be its exponential decay term for increasing r, and so the less
significant wi&l be its contribution. There is another diffic9-
lty when the distance seperating the two singualrities of a
complex function f (71) is so small that the product of the
distance r and the distance of seperation of the two singula-
rities is small. This difficulty may be overcome by grouping
these two singularities and expanding the function around
one of them. That is, if a function has a branch point of the
form (7I.-7\./j'-- and a pole (1\-7'1'z.)' and the two singularities
are close together, then to evaluate the function asymptotic-
ally, the function ~-7\,~y fCA) is expanded around 1\7 or 7\.,.

7\-7\/) 'L

The direct method is applied to the equation (19) and the '
modified method to that of (20).
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IV. The XsymptoticEvaluation of the Integrals

Now we shall evaluate the integrals (19) and (20) for
the special case when 1,iS,LI >> I f2-1 and z and zO(r and
~2. 0'> I • Thus

A. Evaluation of 11
""J it--i, -y,:l'., '!~ G)

11 ~ 13/--(1-.- 'l- -e. ~ 2-' 1£ I C7'vY)7\cJ...]\

otJ .
=ft-,:-1> , -1~.i1Zff Qt.-)"T rlT I Cf ] dJ.
---00 fl;--ts;!- Q. Q ;JiiJ:-r' -fiji: ~ g <-p 7\- t I~g U~)1-7\.1-- t -- ?l

_IT- ~ f1----{' --;,:<. i1-~i. 7\rr 1::" q -:lrl
~ R;"'l'l,,'l.-;11'.Q .e JL tJ'JI- + glt' 7L~+1:l.&(OJf-,J/L t --J'-A (21)

The exponential .Q-{~':{ is expanded as a series around z
and is given by

Again writing

By rearranging the equation (21) in odd and even series
of i:L we get
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(22)

In the above equation (22) the singularities of the first
part are the branch.points at'A=.t(.3,,'A=:ttSl-and7\.::0, and
the singularities of the second part are the branch points
atf'.=t",a"and ?I=::0 and a zero at 71.=:1::;; .•..• To satisfy the
Sommerfield radiation condition, only the singularities in
the upper half plane above the real axis are considered. ~1su
as Itll I» I(!,l. r and I(1,1 is complex and highly dissipative, only
the branch points at.~~ ~~ is going to contribute significan-
tly to the asymptotic value of the integral. In the far zone
the zero will not contribute to the integral. So only the
first part of the equation (22) will be considered. The
expansion of the function

around 7v:: ,12..tothe first two terms is given below:



- -)_ .{ jJ~ ':?bJ' r. -' ~~ vI ,(~~7..
rI~IL- (3.;3:- L.i ~,/ ..fl-J-t-~+ ;3',,/I-r-c-- J -

M-
h ".,2~_were 'L - (1-,2-'

After an inverse transformation of (23) the resulting
expression is given by

B. Evaluation of 12
Again assuming the series of H61) (~~), the integral

. I ffi (A 'l7h.- j1~1 -~Q:'. '>U: lAY'
lJ /. -.- - '-e ~ Qp,r ~ ;J.J. 7l{r 1.. ,e.,"-f->,..L

---00 7\. - f' ,"--tj1 ~

(24)

(25)
. i'LZSimilarly the exponential.«. is expanded as Taylor's
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Rearranging the above equation in odd and even series
of "'1,- , we get

= !L I £fOd (}LL_;t.-..2/\ -~.l!.oL'AY' fc:- I 9 __]
12 "Jil,i:r (P/''1J"l-'t) 1.- ~,'L;>,;--e. ok!. t!-ATg:"n12 + I:J.8«l')9IJ

. 00 1\ - f1,'---Ifti::- .

. [{r1.?--r;-CJ ?tl--t->r-):z. +(11L_/->{:)0,L 'fr -f.,;;J",1-fJ,"l- ~ J 1- ('" 'L_lh~

~_ 00 ~'i,~o l7'1"

'011--ff-~,.j/l'L-f311-%f). -J tX.A1-J: f->~IJ,~EA:;A~"L+
~ 'A - (J ,'l..tjJ..;!-

~'C1J;j{jJ,~-(3;:~))-(7L\.r;?j?'~0\..jl;!-f (P:-*-(J,.~1.,glifj-]

(26)

Now let us consider the first half of the equation (26).
The singularities
and 7L~oand poles
ties in the upper

are the branch points at Jt:::r;31 ,7\::j-fl"L
-'- fit (Jl-at 11.:: :L r 1..J.. ,,-. As before the singulari-
IV f!' I r ft •..

half plane are considered to satisfy the
radiation condition i.'.t infinity. Also, asiA 1»1~), and Its,)
is complex roldhighly dissipative the main contribution to
the integral is going to come from the singularities, the
branch poiJiltat+~'Land pole at + I ~ • The distance

N A 13.•.'L-

between the branch point and the pole is

are grouped itogether, and thesingularities
modified method will be applied

(A - ~"L)'It-

7l _ f1.t (.h.

~ (3, L-+f-.r

and is very small. So when r is moderately large, the
as suggested before. The
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rest of the function

is :expanded around (J>t/.jlT"t?" • After this expansion and
rearrangement, the first part of (26) reduces to the follow-

neglected :

'L ~ [~ 1+,,2- {I+ f/!-f ~ 7 ]e<-.;5' tl..' f<- f 7(S t lr :r ~-- l\ ->

where &,"1-;:: [QtI-tL/'"Z--t/ J and I'j1...=- ~~

(27)



After an inverse Fourier tfansformation of the equation
(27) and a rearrangement in
three terms are ( the terms

ascending power of J.. ,
2 . 'Y'

O(n ) are neglected )
the first

(28)

~. (J/-~ lhY'1l;'.hY.JI-tf[1-- n-ll1.~l.-:x./JITh.'l-'0c ~ + ~. _, _
rJ fii (> if -r;.!f 'C l' r ..jZ 'iJ''L(9.

( ",1-. L II: ')\ Jrl !. 7hL :?. '" -<. 1.- rv: )
"/{,f-;,J .(.'V\. IZ.+ (Jl.':<:. +OLft'LJ! +A}/t.'Y'..76\3 \3~,6{- (1'1 -t-;( 1- wAY

+--- +-Tl..-t h,4tL. ~{(I3.-jJ0Y'e c.r;rz.. Yt.J'lG T h..;)Y't --rr 'Y''J'-L{ x., 'Y' f
1.- WI) fJ'Lwhere x;,:: (h. -=-- -I and;.3o :::-====-'t'l1.- ;{ tTl'lL.

In the second half of (26) the function has poles at
7\ =- + (52- and branch points at 1\.=0 and /\..= t-A. DUe to the

---./I+11.1-
same reason as said before, the only singularity that lies
in the allowable plane that is of any significance is the
pole at 7\ = ~L- • An expansion around 7l= ,62/-./ I t-h.1..

rJ 1+M.'l... .
leads to

(29)

Only the first term of the expansion is written, since
the Fourier transform of all others is zero. Inverting (29),
the following expression is obtained~

The leading terms in the asymptotic solution of (26) are
obtained by adding (28) and (30). The result after rearrang-
ement is
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(31 )

V. ResultS'
From the above evaluated two integrals, the Hertzian

vectors ~ for both the vertical and horizontal dipoles
can be written in the following form.
K. Vertical Dipole

~. _ h- . ,p:/h"L_ __eJ.lhr:-€{jJ,l:t..f-~/-JtTh.1.--f. h..jn.. ..i.../J .•.Y"
;( - 'tT(~Y' ;1,'-0-'1.') 1 ZI-l-I-L1)Yy

. Q)? k[tl-?l..-ll.] .e.~'L~{:-t(~••t. - tJ+~[r+- ~'t~,/" 6~t {I, 8+:?~+O{1

(32)

h . 4,8--2- -e{P~ o{P'.:(o/..rrf-'1!-. -l1t~/~!...jlil-]l
"IT"~ =: If 17. n..~ PI"!.. ~ - '12-')"""'- '*'

.f h.,JnA.t11-~{? r rIO [A.Yz--)(, y>""lI..J s(-;J~)j'0:Ti11- -I~ ~r/+ ~(j-tJ-?j Yy . 1'-" . L' BSt;J,,.,

-(it +4,~-0P/~'h--O(It~)t&VC/{t(y/-(k-:z -if/~ - &i;,:,f:)]] (33)
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B. Horizontal Dipoles

~ 2. .s/fi.l--~.Q~%,,J{-112 ':(10f .
1l:J.x=' - ~Tlb.-'~' (3 I l{-'lLj . IlU--{h,j{-n.'l-.:<] +

/ [i . r---:-; g -<.. '1.L. 3.-t "t ~, :to 1,'-L 1. -J}
..{(Jlr' !-/{A,.I/ - YL"':<: t- ~ r/{-VlL "'-flf<- -7['..J (-'1L t" ~-<. '1/;, .:<:>. -") ---

_ ,( f.:c ~ep -/fL £&.1.-r'. R-.(p,'::(e/~, ~7Jr'~J../t-t h.1..'
fu~-- 'tnh (3/'i/-Itl), 'r

.1;, - L.)/~ - ilt2;;1 -'f J'Wj?,rn-( .Qrfie[ZZ-n rpYLJlY-/SL ,,~ ...J (Tyt 1.-- j [, T I-zLJYy b

. .Q{;,y' G'~Y[l--,) T & + e(t,l') [;6 + {(l.,:<. -(~~I~J 1-
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DISCUSSION

The asymptotic solution of a dipole immersed in a
semi-infinite dissipative medium has been obtained in order
to study the communication between submerged submarines or
between a transmitter and receiver burried in the tround in
geophysical explorations. These investigations have been
made under the assumption that the curvature of the earth
and the ionosphere may be neglected. Since the present
interest is only in sending signals in a single direction,
isotropic sources are wasteful and inefficient. From the
theory of dipoles in air it is !Down that, by a proper
choice of parameterssmost~of the radiated power can be
confined to a narrow beam in a desired direction.



CHAPTER - V

STUDY OF SLOT ANTENNA

INTRODUCTION
e ~.1~-'"vi" -' ;

It is )mown that a wave guide(4) or cavity completel~,
closed by perfect conductor can not radiate. If holes or
slots are provided then there will in general be radiation.
Fields excited in the slot from the interior in turn excite
waves in space which may act to carry energy away. If the h
holes are small compared to the wave length such radiation
will be small. If the slots are large the fields may be
built up to such an extent that radiation is appreciable
and the slot beoomes a useful antenna.

Slot Aerials
Let us consider that we cut a slot, approximately ~~

long, in a large sheet of metal and feed current into
the sheet by a parallel-wire line as shown in fig.-1.
Then it is seen that the two halves of the slot form ~!~
short-circuited lines and currents will flow in the sheet~5)

,'" -,, ,
J • t

Fig.-1. Slot ~erials.
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Thus there will be a potential difference across the slot
and an electric field across the slot will be maximum at
the centre and zero at the ends. This field will also fringe
out on both sides of the sheet. A comparison of the field
distribution with that of a ?y~aerials, will show that the
magnetic and electrid fields are interchanged but in diffe-
rent form. Therefore the slot acts as an aeriaL,bi.lt~;jlIhe
radiation is polarised at right angles to that of a 1Y~aerial.

Normally we wish the slot to radiate on only one side of
the sheet. This can be arranged by boxing up one side of the
slot, a hemisphere about ~J4 in radius being suitable. The
impedance is then doubled.

If a slot is cut so that it is across the original
current flow on the face of the guide, then it can be seen
that the new current distribution will approximate to that
shown in fig.-1, and therefore the slot will radiate in the
same manner.
Slot Arrays

The behaviour of slot aerials has already been discussed
br'efly above. So it is evident that an array can be formed
from caretully spaced slots, suitably fed, the most practical
arrangement being formed by cutting Aj~slots in the walls of
a waveguide.Such arrays fall into two main classes, depend-
ing upon whether the guide is closed by an adjustable
piston so that it is car~ying a large stationary wave or
whether it is correctly terminated and therefore carrying a
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travelling wave. In the former case the phase of the wave
will be the same all along the guide, except that it will be
reversed in sign at each half-wave length. In the latter
case, on the other hand, there will be a progressive change
of phase depending upon the phase velocity in the ~uide. For
example, weecut slots on the broad face of a guide, one-half
of the guide wavelength apart, and displace each alternate
slot an opposite sides of the centre-line. If the guide
carries a stationary wave, then the amplitude of the guide
wave at each slot will be the same but the phases at adjascent
slots will be opposite. The spacing on alternate sidesc6f the
centre-line will, however, correct for this and we have a
line of radiators all of the same phase. The arrangement will,
therefore, be a broadside array.

If a travelling wave in the guide is used then the
spacing of slots is usaally about 200 electrical degrees
instead of 180 electrical degrees at the maan frequency to
be used. As the phase velocity within the guide is different
from that in space, the beam formed makes an angle with axis
of the guide. This arrangement can be used satisfactory over
a wide frequency-band. Since the wave in the Suide is being
attenuated, it is necessary to cut the slots such that the
coupling of the slots further from the feedpoint of the guide
is greater.

Endfire Slot Antenna
The endfire slot antenna( (7),page 81{s a tbawe~~Dng-
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wave antenna characterized by a phase velocity equal to or
less than the velocity of light in free space. Here we have
discussed the type of aperture excitation required to prod-
uce endfire radiation. The apertures of the practical,
broadband, en~re antennas may be made wide enough to
obtain pencil-beam radiation without the need for an arr~y
of slots.

To determine the aperture excitation, it is convenient
to think in terms of the equivalent current distribution
in the aperture. Thus, to obtain a horizontally-polarized
endfire beam, we need a distribution of horizontal electric
current elements oriented at right angles to the endfire
direction, or a distribution of vertical magnetic current
elements. To obtain a vert~c~lly-polarized endfire beam
we need a distribution of horizontal magnetic current
elements obiented at right angles to the endfire direction,
or a distribution of vertical electric current elements. But
the signal in the plane of a horizontal ground plane is
greatly reduced by the shorting-action of the ground plane
for horizontally-polarized radiation. So only the v~rtically-
polarized endfire antennas will be considered.

In practi~ vertically-polarized endfire radiation can
be obtained by either TE or TM excitation of slotted,
dielectric-field waveguides.
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Excitation

Fig.-2.

Cross-section

,,
r=L=1,

Side View.

Fig.-3.

A practical endfire slot antenna is shown in fig.-2.
Fig.-3. shows an endfire slot antenna of diametrically opp-
osed slots in a cylinder.
Analysis of the aperture field

An analysis based on the partially-filled waveguide of
fig.-4 is quite useful and easy to apply. In this method it
is assumed that the phase velocity is not appreciably alte-
red when the air-filled part of the guide is removed. From

--
Fig-4.

-----
W '::J

Partially-filled waveguide
antenna analysis.

used in endfire

the partially-filled waveguide analysis two types of hybrid
mode operation are possible. One type corresponds to H = 0x
and the other to Ex = O. In practice it is found that
something close to the ~ = 0 mode is produced by coventio-
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nal TE excitation of a dielectric-filled guide with a side
normal to the E-field removed.

The phase velocity in the partially-filled waveguide
is given

where

by

C/IJ j I - c;02 -(:( ~/?ly--/
c = velocity in free space
v = phase velocity in the z-direction
(j = :J. 11//1.

'A.= free-space wave length
M = mode number

(1)

and k3 is the propagation constant in the
~direction in mediumair.

For the Hx = 0 mode, ~ satisfies the equation
k1 tan k1D = (~) kO tan kO ( D - &), (2)

where k1 is the propagation constant in the x-direction
in the dielectric medium 1.

it is desirable to employ a techniq~~)to find the



radiated field without a detailed knowledge of the slot field.
If the slot radiates into a half-space"i.e. the slot is
contained in an "infinite ba;t:fle",the radiated field are
analyzed very conveniently in terms of spherical transmission
line theory. A single spherical transmission line is Suffic-
ient to represent approximately the far fields radiated from
a slot excited with symmetric and anti symmetric incident
electric fields. So thattthe half-space is represented appr-
oximately by two spherical tranmission lines, and the slot
is viewed as a network coupling the wave guide with the
half-space region. Now ,if the equivalent circuit parameters
of the slot are known, the far spherical mode voltages and
currents for a given waveguide excitation and termination
may be computedl)py slbmple calculations.

The specific configuratimns considered here are symmetric
rectangular E-plane and H-plane slots radiating from the
broad or narrow face of rectangular waveguide. The coupling
properties of the slot are represented by a lossless four
terminal-pair equivalent ne»work whose parameters, at
suitable reference planes, may be expressed approximately
in terms of those of the lossy two terminal-pair equivalent
circuit for the radiating slot when considered as a dissi-
pative element. The parameters for the latter network can
be determined either theoretically from a variational
calculation or from direct measurement in the f~eding guide.
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E-plane slot
(a) Four terminal-pair Equivalent Network:-

The E-plane slot configuration is shown in fig.-5, when
the rectangular waveguide is assumed to propagate only the

k - -;p;t'j-::-
~--

/ :- - " '\;,;fLj

.,// 7-' "
I I,

I ', I
, I
I ,

T, :It:: 0 T'L-

E-plane slot stru-
cture(side view)
and terminal plane
locations.

.- Fdlg.-6-

Infinite
Baffle-0-..

\
Fig.-5-Slot structuraaand

orientation of co-
ordinates for E-plane
slot.

dominant H10 mode. If the slot is excited by two waves having
identical electric field components E at the symmetric, "far"
terminal planes T1 and T2 (fig.-6), a DAgnetic wall
( H. - 0 ) exists at the z=O plane-, the correspond--->t;angential-
ing slot field is shown in fig.-7(a). For convenience, planes

"h II II •T1 and T2 are ~ oosen a large ~ntegral number of guide
wavelengths away from the symmetry plane. If is seen from the
symmetry of the slot field configuration that the fields ra

I~+<:r•...h

y=O plane
(a)

-ii(~'-
x=O plane
z=O plane

Magnetic
currents

(b)

Electric
dipole

Fig.-7- Symmetrically excited slot ( E-plane );
(a) Slot electric field,
(b) Equivalent source.

radiated into the half-space region resemble those due to a
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radiating electric dipole placed perpendicularly to the
infinite plane at the slot centre as shown in fig.7(b). For
anti-symmet:ric electric field excitation of the slot an elec-
tric wall (Etangential =0) exists at the z=O plane; the
approximate form of the slot field is shown in fig.-8(a).
The r~diated fields behaves essentially like the field of a

y=O plane

---~---
'-.Jf

x=O plane Magnetic
currents

Fig.-8-
(a)

Anti-symmetrically excited
(a) slot electric field,
(b) equivalent source.

(b)

slot (E-plane);

magnetic dipole lying in the slot plane and directed perpen-
dicular to the electric field lines ffi shown in fig.-8(b). The
electric and magnetic dipole mades are sufficient to represent
the far fields radiated by symmetrically and anti-symmetrically
excited small slot respectively.

,

Since the slot can be represented as a superposition o!
symmetric and anti-symmetric field excitations, propagation
in the half-space region may be approximated in terms of two
propagating modes. To derive the parameters of the equivalent
for the slot, the electric and magnetic fields on each side
of the slot are represented im terms of a complete set of
vector modes, .whose amplitude co-efficients satisfy trans-
mission line equations, and can be interpreted as transmission



Spherical transmission
line
-..h

{'7Il

line voltages and currents. The relationship between the
mode voltages and currents at the "far" terminal planes
as shown in fig.-6 is expressed in terms of an equivalent
network for the slot. Let V3' 13 denote the spherical
E (vertical electric dipole) mode voltage and current at
the far terminal plane T3, and V4,14 the spherical
H (tangential magnetic dipole) mode voltage and current
at the far terminal plane T4; then the equivalent circuit
for the slot structure in fig.-6 is that shown schematica-
lly in fig.-9. The network terminal paris T3 and T4 in fig.9

:C~1_
13 "3

t v,--

T2- )
Uniform transmission line

Fig.-9- Network equivalent of
slot structure.

have been choosen to concide at the single hemispheric
terminal surface ( T3,T4 ) in fig.-6. The uniform transmi-
ssion lines are characterized by the dominant made propaga-
tion constant k and the characteristic admittance Y. Since
the spherical transmission lines are situated in a "far"
region, their characteristics become identteall.~.withthose,
of uniform transmission lines in free space. Thus their
propagation constants and characteristic admittances are
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equal to the free-space values k and "1..'=j~ ,respectively.
In view of the symmetry of the configuration about z=O

plane, the far fields satisfy certain symmetry requrrements.
Expressed in terms of voltage-current relations on the

Fig.-10- Approximate
(b) Relationship with the ~wo-Terminal pair Equivalent

6ircuit:-

equivalent network the symmetry requirements are the follow-
ing : (1) symmetric voltage (anti-symmetric current)
excitation at ports T1 and ~2 excites only T3 (fig.-7);
(2) anti-symmetric voltage (symmetric c~rent) excitation
at ports T1 and T2 excits ohly port T4 (fig.B); (3) when
indetical terminations are placed at ports T1 and T2,
excitation at port T4 does not couple to T3,and vice-versa.
Thus the structure behaves like a hybrid junction. Thus the
overall app~Qximate equivalent circuit is shown in ~ig.-10.

1:l-\~r1

When the slot radiates into an empty half-space region,
impedances equal to the characteristic impedance ~(:::r;:£ = _1_).. . J~ t
of free space are connected to terminal paris T3 and T4 of

,
the equivalent circuit in fig.-10 to yield a bridged

-Tee-network, which may alternatively be expressed as the
admittance Pi-circuit i~ fig.11. ~pi-circuit rather than
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a Tee-circuit is choosen since a narrow slot behaves like
a series network so that the shunt admittances are very
small. The equivalent four terminal pair circuit for the

T-z...
Fig.-11- Two terminal-pair

Pi-network.

r-- --
/

~~;iw
Fig.12- Physical structure

and choice of
co-ordinates
(H plane slot).

slot is approximately lossless; i.e. the elements z1 and z2
are pure reactances, and ~1 and ~2 are real. Since both
circuits contain four independant elements it is possible
to express the parameter values of one in terms of those of
the other. We obtain' (letting z1,2 =

2 = J ~
lt2 ~ 1?~ J

2 _ ~ ~:L__
1t1 -T ~a.T~G'.t '

--h = B~+ 2Bb '
1

X2 = ~ (X~ - Xi),

(3)

(4)IX' =, a

, Ag = guide wavelength

R'a

where

and the 'prime on the impedance (admittance) parameters
denote normalization with respect to the characteristic
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impedance z(admittance Y). The algebric sign of ~1 and ~2
can be determined fromRa field analysis.
H-plane slot

Derivation of the 60upling Equivalent Circuit Parameters:-

The physical eonfiguration for this case is shown in
fig.-12. A rectangular slot of dimensions a'xb' is located
symmetrically in the narrow-face of a rectangular wave-
guide and radiates into a half-space region. The approxim-
ate constituent slot fields induced by symmetric and anti-
symmetric electric field excitation of the slot at terminal

Fig.-13- Location of terminal planes
(H plane slot).

planes T1 and T2 in fig.-13 are s~~~n in fig.-14 and fig.-15;
the domina~t modes excited in the half-space by these
magnetic current distributions are H01 (magnetic dipole
mode) and H02 (axial magnetic quadruvle mode), respectively,

i I
E~ t: :t c5 r--- -,

11 ' ----,>- I,
t f ,

I Ii I L_ :-1ft~• I ,)( t-+~
I I

I
,+ i=;
I "i
I

i. H~,

r---,
l~ ••••.• ]

, I
r.-...,.. .......-,
L -'

Fig.-14- Symmetrically
excited slot. Fig.-15-Anti-symmetrically

excited slot.
( H-plane )

if the z-axis in fig.-12 is choosen as the polar axis of
the spherical co-ordinate system. The reference planes T3
and T4 in fig.-13 have been choosen so as to make the field
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formulation in this problem indentical with that for the
E-plane slot and permit directly the utilization of the
equivalent circuit derived before. Moreover, th~ subscripts
3 and 4 refer, as in the E-plane case, to the modea excited
by sYmmetric and anti-sYmmetric electric field excitation
of the slot, respectively. If the terminal plane T3 is
located at a radius,

r6 = mA , m=large integer,
the theorttical analysis proceeds exactly as in the E-plane
case, and the approximate equivalent circuit is that shown
in fig.-10. In relating the parameters of the lossless four
terminal-pair equivalent circuit to those of the two terminal-
pair network, it is convenient to use not the Pi-network but
the Tee-network as shown in fig.-16, since the H-plane slot

II

tv

Xc..

Fig.-16- Two terminal-pair Tee-network for
H-plane radiating slot.

is essentially shunt so that the series impe0dances of the
Tee-circuit are small. The sign N serve to designate H-plane
slot quantities. The network parameters in fig.-10 and fig.-16
are related as follows:
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~2 ~?</'A't 0tt2 = 'R'~T :L ~~ 0

~
(6)

",2 ~ AJ/"'- 0
Il1 = ~I

,
~Gel.

'" 1X' = -~ ,
~

1 a
,..., AI ,-J 1 0X' = }f (X' + 2X' +

B'
),

~

2 a b
a (7)

AI rJ 0,..J H'
'"

X'
~

G' a B' a= ~,2+ 'X,2 , = R,2 + X,2 •a a
a a a a

The pri~esdenote norma~ization with respect to the
charac~ristic impedannee(~dmittance) of the reetangular
waveguide.

A Two-Dimensional Slotted Array ( (14), page 26)
From the knowledge acquired so far, i~ has been

realized that a slot in a cavity or waveguide could be an
efficient radiator. A two-dimensional slotted array then
could be obtained by placing slotted waveguides parallel
to each other; and such a device has been used in practical
antenna. Af,basic difficulty in an array of this kind is the
exterior coupling among the elements. The use of quarter-
wave decoUpling chokes has been considered.

Here the two-dimenSional array of slots are fed not
from praallel gUides but from a single waveguide of width
sufficient to propagate a number of modes. Fig.-17 shows a
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broad waveguide excited in a higher mode, say TE01• It will
be observed that the fields in each of the four regions,
AB~ BC, CD and DE, are the same as for a guide of one quarter
the width operating in its lowest mode. The only physical
difference is along the imaginary partitions BB',CC',DD',
where the currents are zero for the higher mode device.

E'V'

I

f 0"0o ,/ 0
0,'0
D/

C'

I
1

I
B'

00/0, 0
0/0

A

Fig.-17- Broad waveguide excited in a higher mode.
Rows of slots are disposed along the lines of maximum

field intensity as shown. Slots must be oppositely offset
in adjascent raws on account bf the phase reversal of the
field. Slot admittances may be adjusted. Now we are to
consider the questions of mode stability and slot interaction.

It is supposed that initially only the desired mode
is excited. A mixture of propagating modes is obviously
undesirable. Their propagation constants are different
and the slot spacing can be related to only one of them.
Hence if more than one mode were present the radiation
from each would be directed toward dif!,~:rent.,-,ailgle$nin')spaoe.
It is evident that in order to maintain only the desired

-l1li
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mode along the course of the guide, energy must be aBstr-
acted equally in magnitude and phase from all parts of the
regions AB,BC,etc •• In brief, the necessary and sufficient
condition for the maintainance of the desired mode is that
slot admittances be equalized laterally across the array.
In this regard, the factor of primary importance is that

,
of slot interaction.

The electric field in a slot is essentially perpendicu-
lar to the slot. As such it csn be conceived06fcasoor~gi-
natingfrom positive charges along one of its sides and
equal negative charges along the other side. If offsets
are equal and slot voltages equal laterally, it will be
observed that the slot charges are sYmmetrically disposed,
except for a sign reversal, about each of the modal planes
BB',CC', etc•• That is, each of these planes acts as a
virtual image plane. This arrangement is applicable both
internally and externally. Therefore, for an infinite~y
long array, slot interaction is adequately accounted for
by virtual conducting planes erected internally and ex-
ternally along the lines BB',eC', etc. Thus the interior
mode is effectively that which would be obtained with
parallel guides, while each row of slots feeds into what
is effectively a parallel-plate region having a width
equal to the seperation of the slot rows.

.~
J.
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For the exterior region, the sides AA',EE' are

nsI .

themselves the necessary image planes. In the eEterior
region, flanges must be erected to effect the lateral
termination of the image plane system. Theoretically,
for an ideally imaged system the flanges should be
infinite height. It is found in practiue that the deter-
ioration in the performance of the array may not be serious
for flange heights as small as one-half wavelength.

The requirements so far imposed is that slot offsets
and admittances be equal laterally. In the long~tudinal
direction they can be given any desired distribution;
that is, the array amplitude will be uniform laterally.
It should be noted, however, that the finite length of the
flanges introduces errors in the admittances of slots
near the two ends of the array. Therefore, ~t is to be
expected t~at array requiring the cirtical adtlustment
of elements near the ends will be difficult to attain
in practice.
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DISCUSSIONS

The slot type antennas are particularly useful in
aircrafts and ships where flush mounting is required.
Slot aircrafts have been foumd considerabilieapplication
on centimetric waves and may be used in very.high~speed
aircraft as slots cut in the fuselage and filled with
sm&id dielectric.

The basic problem of communication to and from
high-speed aircraft has stimulated research work into
the theory and application of slotted-cylinder antennas.
Antennas having a single, smooth beam of moderate
directivity are finding increasing use in aircraft and
airport installations in connection with homing or
ground-directed approach systems. Flared-slot antenna is
suitable for thispurppse~ The Yagi arrays and horns are
sometimes inapplicable to high-performance aircraft or to
airport installations where the obly avoidable locations
often are flat surfaces, such as the underside of the
fuselage, wings, or horizontal stabilizers, or the ground
near or even the runways.

1
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